CALL FOR COLORADO ARTISTS!!

Wanted: Artists to Paint murals at Westlake Skate Park!
Receive: $230 each piece, sizes vary
Required Materials: Paint designed for outdoor use
Submit: Color design Idea to marleneg@gcity.org
Deadline: Monday, April 4th, 2022
Questions: Marlene Godsey 970-254-3876

Areas and sizes to paint:
Sizes can be combined to accommodate a larger mural. Please submit all info in your proposal, including Plot number(s). All content must be appropriate for all ages, and may not contain any tag crew affiliation, monikers, gang affiliation, numerics, foul language, or any other inappropriate content.

Plot 1 – 50ft:
Plot 2 – 72ft:
Plot 3 – 40ft:
Plot 4 – 82ft:
Plot 5 – 45ft:
Plot 6 – 15ft: The whole Box
Plot 7 – 45ft:
Plot 8 – 60ft:
Plot 9  A,B,C,D: Whole bowl 80ft or (4) 20ft parcels:

Plot 10  67ft:

Plot 11-16ft:

Plot 12- 26ft:

Plot 13-26ft:

Plot 14- 26ft:

Plot 15-26ft:

Plot 16- 20ft:

Plot 17-24ft: